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Abstract
This PhD work deals with land mobile satellite channel modelling and addresses the specific issue of satellite navigation
systems in urban environments with a particular focus on multipath modelling and wide-band representation of the
propagation channel. The developed land mobile satellite channel simulator, SCHUN (Simplified CHannel for Urban
Navigation), is based on a hybrid physical-statistical approach satisfying fast computation requirements. The statistical
component of the modelling is mainly used during the virtual city synthesis step based on known statistical distributions
of building heights and street widths. The rest of the modelling comes from deterministic methods using simplified
electromagnetic interaction models reproducing building macro-scattering (3CM model Three Component Model)) and
building blockage of the direct path. The main underlying electromagnetic methods are the physical optics and the
uniform theory of diffraction.
The SCHUN simulator now opens interesting perspectives for the modelling of wide-band land mobile satellite
propagation channel in dense urban environments. Optimised for pseudo real-time constraints, it uses both physical and
statistical approaches. Furthermore, the SCHUN simulator has been designed and validated against measurements to
answer specific needs of satellite diversity, receiving diversity, polarisation diversity or frequency diversity for satellite
navigation applications.
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